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Technical data 

Name: Kitchen rail 700-400 

Art. No.: 285200 

Material: stainless steel 

Designed for: Series 700 

Device width, in mm: 400 

Max. load-bearing capacity, in kg: 15 

Depth of the surface for placing objects, 
in mm: 

75 

Dimensions (W x D x H), in mm: 400 x 200 x 80 

Weight, in kg: 3,1 

 
 
 

As an accessory, the kitchen rail 285200 fits the following appliances: 
 

2851121 Gas stove 2855061 Grill plate 

287410 Electric kitchen  2855071 Grill plate 

286102 Electric kitchen  2856211 Volcanic lava grill 

286411 Induction kitchen 286917 Deep fryer 

284804 Work element 2859171 Deep fryer 

286301 Bain-marie 2859251 Deep fryer 

286710 Multi pan 286628 Warm-keeping appliance 

286506 Grill plate 286305 Pasta brewer 

286507 Grill plate 2853051 Pasta brewer 
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Name: Kitchen rail 700-800 

Art. No.: 285201 

Material: stainless steel 

Designed for: Series 700 

Device width, in mm: 800 

Max. load-bearing capacity, in kg: 15 

Depth of the surface for placing objects, 
in mm: 

75 

Dimensions (W x D x H), in mm: 800 x 200 x 80 

Weight, in kg: 4,7 

 
 
 

As an accessory, the kitchen rail 285201 fits the following appliances: 
 

2851051 Gas stove 284007 Work element 

2851241 Gas stove 286302 Bain-marie 

2851271 Gas stove 286508 Grill plate 

2851251 Gas stove 286509 Grill plate 

287420 Electric kitchen 2855081 Grill plate 

287431 Electric kitchen 2855051 Grill plate 

286104 Electric kitchen 2856311 Volcanic lava grill 

286225 Electric kitchen 286922 Deep fryer 

286326 Electric kitchen 2859271 Deep fryer 

286234W Electric kitchen 286310 Pasta brewer 

286421 Induction kitchen 2853101 Pasta brewer 
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Name: Kitchen rail 700-1200 

Art. No.: 285203 

Material: stainless steel 

Designed for: Series 700 

Device width, in mm: 1200 

Max. load-bearing capacity, in kg: 15 

Depth of the surface for placing objects, 
in mm: 

75 

Dimensions (W x D x H), in mm: 1200 x 200 x 80 

Weight, in kg: 6,3 

We reserve the right to implement technical modifications. 

 
 
 

As an accessory, the kitchen rail 285203 fits the following appliances: 
 

2851161 Gas stove 286106 Electric kitchen 

2851361 Gas stove 286302 Electric kitchen 

2851261 Gas stove 286508 Electric kitchen 

2851371 Gas stove   

 
 
 

Intended Use 
 

Equipping the 700 series appliances with a kitchen rail is not only a stylish finishing 
touch, but also offers optimization in terms of safety and functionality. Increasing 
distance from an appliance effectively reduces the risk of burns from contact with 
high-temperature zones. In addition, the sturdy design ensures that pots, pans and 
plates can be stored comfortably. 
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Scope of Delivery / Part Name 

1. Unpack the kitchen rail and remove all packing materials pursuant to 
environmental regulations. 

2. Check completeness of delivery according to the list below: 

 
 

 
Fig. 1 

 

1. Rail–shelf 2. Template for drilling holes 

3. Counter-bracket (2 pcs) 4. Steel flat bar, bent (2 pcs) 

5. Hexagonal socket head screw, M6 
x 30 mm (4 pcs) 

6. Hexagonal socket head screw, M6 
x 20 mm (4 pcs) 

 
NOTE! 

Tools needed: 5 mm hex key 
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Assembly 

1. In order to install a kitchen rail, for example, for a gas stove, you must first 
remove the grates, burner cover, burners and cooking basin. 

NOTE! 

If it is not a gas stove, it is necessary to remove the cover. 
 

 

2. Drill the necessary holes in the 
appliance. 

3. To this end, put the supplied template 
for drilling holes on the edges of the 
appliance, moving from the outside, 
and slide it until it stops. 

4. Now, drill the holes (2 at the left-hand 
side and 2 at the right-hand side) at 
the locations indicated with the 
template. Fig. 2 

 

 

5. Next, connect the flat bars from the 
outside to the counter-bolts inside the 
housing, using four short M6 
hexagonal socket head screws. 

Initially, tighten the screws only lightly to 
make it easier to install and level the rail–
shelf. 

Fig. 3 

 

 

6. Then put the rail–shelf on the flat bars. 

7. Screw the rail–shelf to the flat bars 
with long M6 hexagonal socket head 
screws. 

Also, these screws should only be lightly 
tightened at first. 

 

Fig. 4 
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8. Now level the rail–shelf. 

The kitchen rail is properly installed when 
it ends flush with the corners and top edge 
of the housing. 
 
9. Tighten all eight screws thoroughly. 

Fig. 5 

 
 
 

Cleaning 

ATTENTION! 

For cleaning, do not use any scouring agents containing solvents nor 
corrosive cleaning agents. They may damage the surface. 

 
1. Clean the kitchen rail regularly with warm water and a soft, damp cloth. Use a 

mild cleaning agent when required. 

2. Dry the kitchen rail with a soft cloth. 

 

 


